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  The end of the beginning? 

 
 

inston Churchill’s wartime observation, ‘Now this is not the end. It is not even the beginning of the end. 

But it is, perhaps, the end of the beginning’, could aptly apply to the economic recovery experienced by 

the countries featured in this month’s Market Monitor.  

 

The UK’s new coalition government has wasted no time in taking determined action to reduce the country’s debt, but 

must tread a fine line to avoid upsetting the still fragile upturn. Australia, too, has seen a change at the top, as prime 

minister Kevin Rudd has been forced to stand down over his very public confrontation with the mining industry. 

Having calmed that issue, new prime minister Julia Gillard now has to ensure that the country’s recovery isn’t derailed 

by rising inflation. 

 

Mexico has something to wave about too, with positive trends in GDP and industrial production. But unemployment 

remains an issue, as does the level of crime and violence in the north of the country. It may not have delivered on 

expectations at the FIFA World Cup, but Brazil’s economy is proving a winner, with GDP growth well ahead of its 

neighbours.   

 

Crossing continents, Germany’s recovery is tempered by uncertainty. While the weaker euro helps its exports to the 

US and China, austerity measures in neighbouring EU countries will have the opposite effect. The weaker euro may 

help Irish exports too, with its sizeable trade with the UK and US. And finally to Turkey, where rapid economic 

growth will surely be boosted further over the all-important holiday season. 

 

Let’s hope that ‘the end of the beginning’ soon marks ‘the beginning of the end’ of many residual economic woes. 

 

 

In this issue… 
 
…we feature the following markets: 

 

 Germany – with a spotlight on the steel and food sectors 

 Ireland – with a spotlight on the retail and construction sectors  

 United Kingdom 

 Mexico 

 Brazil 

 Australia 

 Turkey 

 

 

 

W 
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Outlook 

 
 

  Expected default in Western Europe and USA 

 

ne of the most important factors that any business needs to know is the trend in insolvencies in their markets. 

The following Expected Default Frequency (EDF) chart is based on listed companies in the markets referred to, 

and the likelihood of default across all sectors within the next year. In this context, default is defined as a 

failure to make a scheduled payment, or the initiation of bankruptcy proceedings. Probability of default is 

calculated from three factors: market value of a company’s assets, its volatility and its current capital structure. As a 

guide, the probability of one firm in a hundred defaulting on payment is shown as 1%. 

 

 
Source: KMV Credit Monitor and Atradius Economic Research  

 

In May 2010 the months-long downward trend recorded for the median EDF of all economies surveyed stopped for 

the time being. On the contrary, since more than a year all countries surveyed simultaneously recorded increases. This 

is the consequence of higher financial market volatility, triggered by growing insecurity over the future economic 

performance: financial institutions´ health, the pace of the US recovery, the troubles of some (mainly Southern) 

eurozone countries with sovereign debt and budget deficits, and last but not least the fear of China’s booming 

economy suffering a hard landing.     

 

 
On the following pages, we assess the impact of expected default in key markets.  As well as the expert 

view of our underwriters, we indicate the general outlook for each market and sector featured using these 

‘weather’ symbols: 

 
 

 
 
 
 

O 

Excellent     Good                  Fair    Gloomy     Bleak 
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  Germany 

Recovery tempered by uncertainty  
 
Germany’s recovery has gained further momentum in the last three months, driven mainly by external demand, 

especially from Asia. According to the German Statistics Office, exports increased 9.2% on the previous month and 

28.8% year-on-year in May – the highest increase since May 2000.  

 
Source: German Statistics Office 

The crisis-ridden machinery sector recorded a 37% increase in new orders between March and May, and both 

industrial production and construction have recorded regular increases in output in the last few months. However, 

although many industries severely affected by the crisis (like automotive, metals and transport) are recovering, it will 

take another 2 to 3 years before pre-crisis turnover levels are regained. 

 

As always, when the economy rebounds after a recession, insolvency figures continue to increase in its wake. 

According to the German Statistics Office, the number of corporate insolvencies increased 6.7% year-on-year in Q1 of 

2010 (8230 cases). However, in April business failures decreased 6.2% year-on-year – the first decline since January 

2009. The courts estimate the value of expected outstanding receivables to be � 8.7 billion in Q1 of 2010 (Q1 of 2009: 

� 9.7 billion). Since our last report on Germany three months ago, we have revised our forecast for insolvency 

downwards, and now expect insolvencies to rise, for the whole of 2010, by less than 10%.   

 

In terms of sectors, automotive suppliers, metals/steel, transport and engineering are still the main victims, and, 

increasingly, insolvency is hitting smaller businesses whose financial reserves have been depleted after 18 months of 

crisis and only modest recovery. Insolvencies in ICT (information and communication technology) and chemicals will 

probably stabilise, and in the construction sector may even decrease. 

 

In May, the Expected Default Frequency (EDF) indicator for listed companies in Germany increased slightly from the 

previous month: by three basis points, to 54 points (see chart page 2). However, this is seven basis points lower than 

in February, the figure quoted in our last analysis on Germany.   

 

According to the monthly Ifo institute Credit Constraint Indicator, in June barriers to finance fell again, indicating that, 

in recent months, it has become easier for German businesses to obtain bank loans. However, we still think it is too 

early to talk of a turnaround. It remains to be seen if the volume of loans will be enough to satisfy increased business  
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  Germany 

 

demands for finance triggered by the economic recovery, as many companies have to pre-finance increased orders 

(notably in the machinery sector). Overall, continuing restrictions on lending cannot be ruled out, and this is likely to 

hamper company investments considerably – and, in the medium term, the recovery itself. 

 

The future insolvency trend 

 

Our view is that economic performance in the second half of the year will be a clearer barometer of future insolvency 

trends, as the recovery that we have seen so far this year has been mainly as a result of companies restocking their 

inventory – a factor that will not continue in the coming months. While prominent economic institutes have revised 

their growth forecasts for 2010 upwards - now in the range between 1.7% (DIW) and 2.1% (Ifo) - in expectation of a 

further rebound, there are still some uncertainties and downside risks that could upset recovery. In May, the volume 

of orders received in manufacturing decreased (see chart below), although the overall trend remains positive.  

 

Volume index of orders received in manufacturing, original values, 2005 = 100 

 
Source: German Statistics Office 

 

While strongly export-oriented industries, such as automotive, chemicals and machinery, will profit from a weaker 

euro when delivering to the US $ zone (USA, China), overall demand in the eurozone - Germany’s largest export 

market - will probably be dampened by the austerity measures introduced in several member states. At the same time, 

some industries, such as IT, which import from the US $ zone, are disadvantaged by the weaker euro. The same goes 

for commodity-dependent industries such as steel and energy, whose liquidity is affected by increased commodity 

prices.  

 

Moreover, the current economic recovery in Germany will probably not trigger a boost in private consumption, 

despite decreasing unemployment (down 0.4% in May, to 7.7%). According to the German Statistics Office, turnover 

in retail decreased 1.3% year-on-year between January and April. While some construction subsectors are currently 

profiting from public orders in the wake of the stimulus package, they will face more difficulties next year when the 

programmes expire and new public projects decline because of the strained financial situation in many German cities 

and municipalities. This uncertainty means that many companies are still struggling to confidently forecast their 

performance and results expectations for 2010. 
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  France 

 

Steel 
How has the steel sector performed in the last six months? 

The steel sector was among the industries hardest hit by the economic crisis in 2009. With its high dependence on the 

ailing automotive, construction and machinery industries, steel turnover deteriorated sharply last year to a level not 

seen for five years. However, the industry began to recover in the second half of 2009 and, between January and 

June this year, crude steel production has increased 64.4% year-on-year (source: German Steel Association). 

Nevertheless, the sector’s situation remains difficult and prone to downside risks, because of sharp increases in 

commodity prices, higher risks on the financial markets and the still shaky general economic climate.     

 

What is the current trend in payment delays, payment defaults and insolvencies?  

We have noted a slight improvement in payment behaviour generally, and decreased payments defaults since the 

start of the year. However, Germany’s ongoing economic recovery is only partly reflected in the current insolvency 

figures. The first wave of business failures hit manufacturing - especially machinery and automotive suppliers - in 

2009. But, as the recovery has proceeded only slowly in recent months, a second wave of failures has affected service 

providers and steel traders. Wholesale scrap metal, iron and recycling material also registered considerable increases in 

insolvency in the first half of this year.  

 

What should companies selling products into the steel sector pay particular attention to? 

As well as taking into account the size and age of their buyers, suppliers should look closely at their payment 

behaviour and compliance with agreed payment terms. They should also insist on the inclusion of a retention of title 

clause in their sale contracts. Because of the continuing volatility of commodities prices (including scrap) steel 

companies still face the risk of high liquidity pressures due to high purchase prices, windfall losses, and depreciating 

inventory in the event of sharply decreasing prices. It would be advisable therefore to keep contractual terms fairly 

short.   

 

What is Atradius’ short term (6 month) outlook for the steel sector? 

After a positive start to 2010, we expect a continuing stabilisation of the sector in the second half of the year, 

although pre-crisis production levels will not be reached again before 2012 or 2013. The steel industry currently 

profits from a resurgence in sectors such as automotive and machinery, both of which registered rising exports in the 

first half of 2010, supported by the weaker euro exchange rate against the US $.  

 

However, due to the still fragile global economy, and the widely differing forecasts of future steel prices, it is hard to 

predict the sector’s turnover and profitability in the second half of the year. Another relevant factor is that of the 

commodity markets, and especially the growing concentration on the suppliers´ side and the involvement of venture 

capital. This has already led to rising iron ore and related material prices and subsequently to increased steel 

production costs, which will be hard to fully pass on to customers. Therefore the steel industry and its major players 

still require to be carefully monitored.  

 

 
 

 Spotlight on German industries 
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Food 
 
How has the food sector performed in the last six months? 

While the food industry’s turnover remained stable in the first half of 2010 (at around. � 72.9 billion and down just 

0.2 % year-on-year), retail turnover has decreased slightly (down 2.4 % between January and May 2010). 

Competition is still fierce, and price pressures are felt at all levels – by producers, wholesalers and retailers. Despite a 

stagnating domestic market, German food producers have been able to improve turnover by increasing exports into 

Europe, helped by their reputation for high quality standards, which gives them a competitive edge.   

 

What is the current trend in payment delays, payment defaults and insolvencies? 

Food producers generally face long payment terms demanded by food retailers, but efforts are afoot to try to make 

terms consistent throughout the supply chain. However, the number and value of overdue payments and claims that 

we have received from clients in this sector have decreased since Q4 of 2009, and overall the economic crisis has had 

no significant impact on the sector.   

 

What should companies selling products into the food sector pay particular attention to? 

Continuing concentration has resulted in market power resting with just a few large companies, both in the food 

production and distribution subsectors. For smaller businesses in particular, margins have come under pressure due to 

differing payment terms along the supply chain and the high quality standards demanded. It is therefore necessary to 

carefully examine the payment behaviour, especially of smaller and newly-founded buyers. 

 

What is Atradius’ short term (6 month) outlook for the food sector? 

Prices - at all stages of production and distribution - will remain low, and businesses will try to make further savings 

and optimise their cost structure. With its relative resilience to economic volatility, we expect the food industry to 

remain stable in the coming months, and to benefit from the opportunities offered by export markets. The FIFA World 

Cup 2010 could also lead to increased turnover in some segments, such as beverages and snacks. 
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Some green shoots? 
At last there are some slight signs that Ireland's economic recovery is under way. According to the Central Statistics 

Office (CSO), in Q1 of 2010, while GDP decreased year-on-year (-0.7%), it increased by 2.7% on the previous quarter. 

The main changes since Q1 2009 are that capital investment has declined 30%, while consumer spending is just short 

of 1% lower. Net exports continued their surge, increasing � 2,609 million year-on-year in the first quarter of this 

year. Car sales to June 2010 were slightly below 68,000, a good performance - 21,000 higher than in the same period 

in 2009 - but, of course, some of this increase can be attributed to the ’scrappage’ scheme introduced earlier this year.  

 

However, retail in general remains under pressure, with rent and leases proving onerous for retailers as footfall 

decreases. Excluding car sales, retail sales in Q1 of 2010 were 2.9% down on the same period last year. Construction, 

once the backbone of the economy, continues to show signs of decline (see details on retail and construction 

performance in the spotlight section that follows).   

 

Unemployment rose 5,800 in June 2010, bringing the total out of work to 444,900: 13.4% of the workforce. While this 

makes for depressing reading, the year-on-year rate of increase is slowing: in the 12 months to June the increase was 

9%, compared to 11.1% for the 12 months to May.   

 

Insolvencies are still rising. In the first six months of 2010 they were up 27% year-on-year and have already exceeded 

the total for 2008. Hardest hit were companies operating in the construction, services, hospitality and retail sectors, 

which collectively accounted for almost 75% of the total so far this year. Construction alone accounted for almost 

30% of the failures (see charts below).  

 

The increase in the number of receiverships is worth noting. Up to June, 118 companies have gone into receivership 

this year - a rise of 174% on the same period in 2009 and not far short of the total for 2008 (124). This suggests that 

banks are adopting stricter loan collection methods in an effort to improve their own situation.      

 

Insolvency statistics 2008, 2009 and YTD 2010 

 
Source: insolvencyjournal.ie 

 
 

 Ireland 
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   H1 of 2010 Insolvency numbers by industry     

 
Source: insolvencyjournal.ie 

  

In contrast, 18,200 new entities (limited companies and business names) were registered with the Companies 

Registration Office in the six months to June, 9.6% up on the 16.599 registered in the same period last year (see chart 

below). These figures indicate that people are still willing to invest and start up businesses despite Ireland’s economic 

difficulties. 

 
Source: Experian 

 

A weaker euro might help Irish exports 
 

For the rest of 2010 we expect to see improvements in GDP growth, but still accompanied by a small increase in 

unemployment and with corporate insolvencies reaching around 1800 cases (1406 in 2009). In May 2010, the 

Expected Default Frequency (EDF) indicator for listed companies in Ireland stood at 62 basis points: 205 points lower 

than at its peak in January 2009. That said, it was still 40 basis points higher than in May 2008, i.e. before the credit 

crisis took hold. 

 

With domestic demand expected to remain flat for the time being, any recovery is likely to be driven by exports. The 

relative weakness of the euro against both the US $ and the British £ should assist the Irish balance of payments, as 

large volumes of trade - chemicals, business services, technology and food in particular - go to the US and UK.    

  
 

 
 

 Ireland 
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Retail 
 

How has the retail sector performed in the last six months? 

There are signs that consumer confidence is returning and spending levels are increasing, but this confidence is being 

undermined by concerns over job security, personal debt reduction, cautious saving, higher taxation levels and lower 

wages. Until recently, VAT was lower in the UK, with the effect of driving thousands of shoppers to Britain, thus 

taking millions of spending value out of the Irish economy and adding to the financial pressures for companies 

operating within this sector.          

  

Problems in retail can be seen in the number of new retail centres that have either been delayed or deferred until the 

economy picks up. According to CBRE, shopping centre space grew from 200,000 square metres in 1996 to just 

over 2,000,000 last year, but this growth was clearly unsustainable as existing units became available because of the 

failure of tenants and difficulties in obtaining finance to begin or complete new projects. 

 

What is the current trend in insolvencies?  

The strains within the retail sector are evidenced by the 95 insolvencies within this sector up to 30 June, accounting 

for 12% of the total so far this year. These insolvencies will continue for the foreseeable future, due to the high rents 

charged to most retail operators in most towns and cities in Ireland. Atradius’ experience with retail in Ireland has 

been mixed: we have seen some large insolvencies so far this year - 3G Mobile (phone retailer), Bestseller (fashions) 

and Copper Alley (children’s clothing) to name a few - many of whom have cited rent as the main obstacle to their 

ability to trade. Bestseller has successfully exited Examinership (a formal rescue process designed to help businesses 

recover from insolvency) and continues to trade following a Court approved reorganisation. 

 

What should companies selling products into the retail sector pay particular attention to? 

Warning signs to be aware of would be gradual slowing in payments and ’refer to drawer‘ (RD) cheques.  

  

What is Atradius’ short term (6 month) outlook for the retail sector? 

We see continuing high levels of insolvency and many firms downsizing as consumer spending increases only 

slowly. Access to credit banking facilities is paramount to businesses’ survival.   

  

However, moves are afoot to change the basis of rent reviews which, if passed, should assist this hard pressed sector. 

Some of the tax changes in the recent UK budget, in particular VAT (which increased to 17.5% on 1st January 2010 

and will rise further - to 20% - in January 2011), will further deter the many thousands of Irish shoppers from 

travelling to Northern Ireland, and thus help the Irish retail sector. 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 Spotlight on Irish industries 
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Construction 
 

How has the construction sector performed in the last six months? 

The construction sector continues to contract - and most analysts predict that the recovery is a long way 

off. According to the CSO, production volume and value continued to decline in Q1 of 2010, by 34.1% and 34.8% 

respectively. Over the past 24 months, we have seen employment in this sector drop by 123,000, accounting for 46% 

of Irish job losses over this period. The Ulster Bank Construction Purchasing Managers Index for May recorded the 

36th consecutive reading below the 50 break-even level, indicating that the recession in this sector has now lasted for 

3 full years. House prices have fallen 18.9% in the 12 months to March 2010 and 24% in Dublin over the same period. 

To date there are no real signs of a recovery in prices.  

 

What is the current trend in insolvencies?  

There were 240 insolvencies in construction for the year to June, accounting for 30% of the yearly total so far. With 

the large drop-off in activity, we see this trend continuing for the remainder of this year and into 2011. 

 

What should companies selling products into the construction sector pay particular attention to? 

Trading within the sector continues to be risky. That is why we actively seek updated financial data on risks that we 

are asked to insure because, without this information, it is difficult for us to assess the buyer in question. Areas we 

look at include banking facilities, liquidity, asset management, profitability, projects in hand and cash flows. 

 

What is Atradius’ short term (6 month) outlook for the construction sector? 

Planning permissions for houses and apartments in Q1 of 2010 were down to 5,510 – a drop of 61.1% year-on-year. 

The Bank of Ireland has estimated that housing completions for 2010 will total 17,000 (mainly one-off build) - a huge 

reduction from the high of 88,400 in 2006. New build will remain low until the stock of completed units is cleared, 

banks start lending again and consumers believe that the property market has actually bottomed out. With cut backs 

in government spending, due to the budget deficit, we can see a number of infrastructure projected being put on hold 

- and this will contribute to the difficulties the sector is experiencing. 

 
 
 

 
 

 

 

 
 

 Spotlight on Irish industries 
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A fine balance between reducing the deficit and maintaining growth 
The UK’s GDP grew 0.4% in Q4 of 2009 and a further 0.3% in Q1 of 2010. This return to growth remains fragile, and 

some analysts now believe that earlier forecasts for 2010 GDP growth of between 1.2% and 1.4% may have been a 

little optimistic. Many had hoped that the weakness of Sterling against other major currencies would have had a 

positive impact on exports, but so far the impact has been lower than expected. With over half of the UK’s exports 

going to Europe and around 17% to the US, the delicate recovery in both of these key areas is limiting export 

opportunities. It also appears that UK exporters have decided to retain margin rather than reduce their prices - which 

would potentially have stimulated higher levels of turnover. Figures from the Office for National Statistics (ONS) 

show that the trade deficit rose from £ 8.3 billion in Q4 of 2009 to £ 9.5 billion in the first quarter of 2010, on the back 

of flat export figures and a 1.4% increase in imports. 

 

The first quarter of this year saw 4,082 compulsory liquidations and creditors’ voluntary liquidations in England and 

Wales. While this figure is high, it was an improvement of 8.4% on the previous quarter and a decrease of 17.8% on 

the same period last year (see chart below). We continue to see failures in all of the main industries, but there is no 

doubt that construction, leisure/hotels and business services were the most problematic areas during the month of 

May, and this is an ongoing trend. 

 

 

 

Our earlier Market Monitor reports highlighted the significant fall in the availability of credit to UK businesses since 

the onset of the financial crisis, and the indications are that this is still the case. Official data on lending by all UK 

resident banks and building societies showed that the stock of lending to businesses contracted £ 3.2 billion in March 

(see chart below). There is slightly better news in that the data suggests that syndicated loan facilities granted to UK 

businesses rose for both non-resident and UK resident banks in Q1 of 2010. However, this increase has to be viewed 

into context, as it still remains well below the values seen in the period 2003-2007. The next few months will be 

particularly interesting, as a significant number of loan facilities are due to mature before the end of 2010. No  

 

 
 

 United Kingdom 
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doubt, financial institutions will be looking closely to ensure that they invest in the most favourable opportunities 

with the right level of risk/reward. 

 
   Source Bank of England 

 

Emergency budget 
The new coalition government wasted no time in announcing its immediate plans to reduce the deficit, in its recent 

emergency budget. With a deficit of nearly £ 163 billion and national debt still likely to peak at £ 1.4 trillion, there are 

clearly going to be some very tough times ahead for UK consumers and businesses alike. The Chancellor outlined 

detailed plans to cut the budget deficit to zero in the next six years, including an increase in VAT from 17.5% to 20% 

from 4th Jan 2011, a public sector pay freeze, an increase in the state pension age to 66 and a sizeable decrease in 

public spending. However, there are still concerns that this combination of increased taxation and improved 

efficiencies - spending cuts - will not be enough to deliver the required level of benefits within the timeframe 

specified. Against this backdrop, the real concern is that any aggressive action to reduce the deficit may ultimately 

push the UK economy into the dreaded double dip scenario and a return to recession. 

 

The immediate impact on the UK economy will be from the coalition Government’s decision to cut public spending. 

Recent announcements have already confirmed the cancellation of 12 projects totalling £ 2 billion that had been 

agreed by the previous Labour Government. A further £ 8.5 billion worth of projects have been put on hold and an 

additional 217 projects - worth around £ 34 billion - that had been approved in the last three months of the Labour 

administration are also known to be under review. Undoubtedly, the cancellation/postponement of contracts of this 

size will have a detrimental effect on a number of businesses/sectors operating in the UK (e.g. construction, 

engineering, IT, consultants) with a consequent impact on job security and creation. 

 

The UK may be out of recession, but a return to a pre-recession environment appears to be nothing more than a 

distant light at the end of a fairly long tunnel. 

 

 

 
 

 United Kingdom 
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Deteriorating security affects business in the north 

The Mexican economy continues on its path to recovery. According to the Mexican Statistics Office (INEGI), GDP 

grew 4.3% in Q1 of 2010, and industrial production rose 7.6% year-on-year in March, but slowed down month-on-

month in April by 0.29% when seasonally adjusted. In May, remittances from the US, which are an important source 

of foreign exchange, rose by 12% year-on-year - to US $ 2,128 million. However, in the first 5 months of 2010, these 

fell 4.34% (US $ 8,731 million). Unemployment increased 50% between the end of 2007 and May this year, with a 

resultant increase of the informal ‘black’ economy. While both these factors have depressed domestic demand, in June 

the consumer confidence index improved to 87.5 points – nearing its September 2008 level and 7.9% higher than in 

June 2009 (see chart below). 

 

Consumer confidence 

 
Source: INEGI 

 

In the north of the country - and especially in Ciudad Juarez, Culiacan and Chihuahua - the drug “war” and organised 

crime, that thrive on kidnappings, extortion, gasoline and car theft, piracy, and people trafficking, have increased the 

level of violence. Insecurity is becoming a real problem for businesses and investors, potentially hampering the 

recovery, especially in those cities near the US border. Protection rackets have reportedly led to 10,000 businesses 

leaving Ciudad Juarez, and, with over 200 people - including politicians - killed by their kidnappers in the last two 

years, we are naturally factoring all of this in when underwriting business risks in the north of the country.   

 

Exports 

US $ millions 

 
Source: INEGI 
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Mixed signals in sector performance 
All sectors – except beverages and tobacco – grew year-on-year in April 2010.  However, when compared to April 

2008, only printing and paper have grown - 12% and 1% respectively - while all other sectors remain well below their 

2008 level.  The worst performing sectors are transport equipment, computer equipment and telecommunications and 

metals (-18%), metallic products (-17%), furniture (-16%), textiles except clothing -15%, and electric equip- 

ment (-11%). 

 

Metals 

After the sharply decline in demand for iron and steel from the construction, automotive and manufacturing 

industries caused a contraction in this sector, it has rebounded and, between December 2009 and March this year, 

steel consumption in Mexico was 60% higher than in the same period in 2009. 

 

Construction 

Mexico’s construction output declined 3.3% year-on-year from January to April, but there is optimism for the coming 

months, especially for housing and infrastructure. 

 

Chemicals  

We remain cautious about this sector, because of the price volatility of raw materials involving foreign currency 

transactions (US $ / MXN), as many businesses in the sector operate in US$. The number of late payment 

notifications and credit insurance claims that we receive has stabilized, and we are assessing each buyer individually 

on the basis of the most recent financial information, unless they are known to belong to a financially strong group.  

 

Transport 

This sector is currently stable, as the economic recovery has increased demand for freight transportation. For 2010, we 

expect trade activity to increase 16.2% year-on-year. The US is reconsidering allowing Mexican trucks cross the 

border to deliver to the US, and this would prove a major boost for the sector.  

 

Automotive 

Automotive production is still overly dependent on US demand. Some OEM’s (original equipment manufacturers) are 

trying to diversify their exports, but this is hampered by Mexico’s location. Increased demand from the US has helped 

the sector, but this demand will probably decrease when stimulus packages expire. Despite some incentives by the 

Mexican government to increase domestic demand, new car sales have barely risen (3.6% year-on-year in May) and 

are still 28% lower than in May 2008. An increase of imports of used cars from the US is one of the main obstacles to 

new car sales.  
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Machinery 

Most subsectors have improved their performance since 2009, but this is still below 2008 pre-crisis levels. Potential 

investors want to see higher and stable levels of production and income, and may also be held back by restricted 

access to bank loans. Investments in fixed assets did show a positive trend in Q1 of 2010, but this is still far below 

pre-crisis levels, and, overall, the outlook for the sector remains negative.  

 

Consumer Durables 

In May, the retail sector generally recorded an 8.4% year-on-year sales increase, while same store sales increased 

3.1%. The Mother’s Day festivities and pre-World Cup purchases account for these positive figures, with higher sales 

of clothing, electronics and domestic appliances, and the rising consumer confidence index indicates a positive trend 

in the purchase of consumer durables. However, the outlook for this sector is still negative, although this may balance 

out by the end of 2010. 

 

Textiles 

The Mexican textile sector may improve once China has cut subsidies to its textile manufacturers. In Q1 of 2010, 

clothing manufacture registered an increase of 9.8% year-on-year (although still down 2.7% on Q1 of 2008), with 

leather manufacturers increasing production 16.7% year-on-year. Although these figures signal improvements, the 

outlook remains negative until we know what Chinese textile companies’ strategy will be once their subsidies have 

expired. 

 

Overall, although there are positive signs, the economy is recovering only slowly and is heavily dependent on the US 

economy, which has not yet rebounded as had been expected. We are therefore maintaining a conservative 

underwriting approach to all sectors. For most requests for credit limits on Mexican buyers, we need updated financial 

information as well as “Pagarés” (Promissory notes) for imports to Mexico, which are extremely helpful in speeding 

up the recovery process in the event of a default on payment. 

 

We are closely monitoring the effects of the recent hurricane Alex in which hit the Mexican state of Nuevo León, due 

to that region’s economic importance. Both our insured customers and their buyers are providing us with further 

insight into the effects of the hurricane on the economy.  
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The recovery’s momentum increases… 

Brazil’s economy continues to boom as, according to the Brazilian Statistics Office IBGE, in Q1 of 2010 GDP grew 2.7% 

on the previous quarter and 9.0% year-on-year - the highest rise for 14 years and faster than any other Latin 

American country. This fast paced growth has been driven by domestic demand and industrial production, which 

recorded a 17.3% increase between January and May. The tax break for car purchases, which boosted car sales in the 

post-crisis period, ended in March, with a surge of purchases before the cut-off date. Retail sales generally have been 

exceptionally strong over the past four months as a result of labour market improvements, with many new jobs – 

both temporary and permanent – being created. Credit conditions remain flexible and financing costs have reached 

historic low levels, providing a stimulus to consumption.  

 
Source: IBGE 

 

The rapid economic recovery has translated into improved payment behaviour by Brazilian companies. According to 

the information agency Equifax, in the period January to April: 

- protested cheques decreased 18% - from 2.17 million to 1.77 million year-on-year  

- the number of bounced cheques fell 18% - from 1,86 million to 1,52 million  

- deferred judicial recovery decreased 22% - from 120 to 93, and  

- the requirement for bankruptcy fell  3% - from 520 to 504, although bankruptcies rose 6% - from 229 to 242  

 

Automotive, rubber, chemicals and petrochemicals, healthcare and beauty are among the industries exhibiting a good 

payment performance. However, in recent months, late payment has still been an issue in the textile and clothing 

sector, machines, metal manufactures, plastics, IT, food distribution, civil construction material retail and electric retail.  
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…but the exceptional high growth rates cannot be maintained 
 

The high growth rate in Q1 of 2010 and the pace of growth expected for the following three quarters (7.4% on 

average) have triggered an increase in inflation, which, according to the government’s benchmark price index, reached 

5.26% for the 12 months to mid-May - above the Central Bank’s target rate of 4.5%. While Finance Minister Guido 

Mantega has said that the economic recovery has reached its peak, with second quarter figures already showing a 

decelerating trend, the financial markets fear the economy may be overheating. 

 

At the end of April the Central Bank consequently raised the SELIC benchmark interest rate (its overnight lending 

rate) by 75 basis points - to 9.5% - and by another 75 basis points in June – to 10.25%. This is only the second 

increase since October 2008, as the Central Bank was initially very reluctant to raise interest rates for fear of 

attracting speculative capital. Before the June increase, Brazil’s real interest rate (i.e. after inflation) was 4.24%, the 

third highest in the world after Croatia and Latvia. With signs that the economy is not decelerating, the consensus in 

the local financial market is that the Central Bank will hike interest rates again as a way to aggressively tighten 

monetary policy.  

 

A negative factor in Brazil’s success story is the high proportion of government expenditure. Government spending 

accounts for more than 20% of Brazil's gross domestic product and, after a reduction of 150,000 in the 1990s, the 

number of federal civil servants has doubled. To make things even worse, much of last year’s stimulus was directed at 

employing public sector workers and increasing pensions and social benefits, instead of improving the country’s poor 

infrastructure. Even with rising revenues, the average 8% rise in the annual rate of federal government spending may 

not be sustainable without imposing higher taxes and lowering investments. 
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Super tax revolt proves to be prime minister’s downfall 
 
Australia managed to survive the worst of the global downturn, thanks to the government’s rapid and determined 

action and the continuing demand from Asia for the natural resources that Australia has in abundance. Those same 

natural resources have however, in the opinion of the - now ousted - Prime Minister Kevin Rudd, lined the pockets of 

the mining companies – many of which are largely foreign-owned - for too long. So, in a dramatic announcement 

shortly before the official budget, Mr Rudd outlined his plan to introduce a Resource Super Profits Tax. 

 

Many commentators believed the bar that separated a super profit from a normal profit was set too low - and the 

miners where only too happy to agree.  What followed was a bitter fight in the press between the government and 

some of the largest mining companies in the world. Despite Rudd’s controversial decision to allocate AU$ 37 million of 

taxpayers’ money to an advertising campaign to counter the mining industry’s case, the mining companies had an 

even bigger publicity budget and knew which emotive buttons to push to get the public aligned behind them (jobs, 

pensions etc). 

 

The back benches seized the opportunity presented by Rudd’s plummeting approval rating (down from 74% in March 

2009 to 41% in June this year) to revolt and, before he was pushed, Rudd stepped down to be replaced by his Deputy 

Prime Minister, Julia Gillard, who became the nation’s first female Prime Minister. Ms Gillard has now reached a 

compromise with the miners to a watered down version of the Super Tax, which allows all sides to claim victory, 

although exactly how the new proposal will work has yet to be fleshed out with meaningful details. 

 

 

Despite the economic upswing, the construction sector remains troubled    
 

The economy continued to grow in Q1 of 2010 (see chart overleaf). After a short but sharp period of tightening, the 

Reserve Bank of Australia (RBA) has left the cash rate alone in June, for the second straight month, at 4.5%. There is 

a commonly held belief among market watchers that inflation still has some upward pressures. However, the drivers 

behind this are council tax rises and fuel bill increases, neither of which will be tamed by a cash rate hike and both of 

which are needed sooner rather than later.  
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Gross domestic product (GDP), volume measure - trend - quarterly change 

 
Source: Australian Bureau of Statistics 

 

We retain a cautious view of the construction sector in Australia. Although there are now clear signs of recovery, with 

various government stimulus packages, strong net migration, and low interest rates, a high percentage of our credit 

insurance claims still relate to this sector. In addition, there is an increased risk, even in a recovery phase, as 

companies looking to actively re-stock and start new projects while still facing restricted access to bank financing. 

 

We will continue to underwrite each case on its merits, as there are always acceptable risks in difficult markets. 

Looking forward, the consensus is that the second half of 2010 will see a further improvement in the Australian 

construction sector and, if that happens, it will be reflected in our underwriting decisions. 

 

Value of building approvals - trend - monthly change 

 

 
Source: Australian Bureau of Statistics 
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A rapid recovery is underway…  
 
After the Turkish economy shrank 4.7% in 2009, it began to recover rapidly, resulting in a growth rate of 11.7% in Q1 

of 2010, according to the Turkish Statistics Institute. It is worth noting that 7.5 points of that 11.7% growth figure 

stemmed from consumption expenditure. Industrial production has increased since December 2009, despite a slight 

slowdown in April. Similarly, capacity utilisation has been stable, at around 73% in the second quarter of 2010, after 

its jump from 65% in the first quarter.  

 

Public finances fell in 2009 as a result of lower tax income, subsidies and public expenditure designed to kick start the 

economy. However, in the first five months of 2010, while public expenditure rose 5%, revenues increased 19% - 

thanks mainly to tax income on imports and private consumption. Despite those positive signs of a strong recovery - 

especially the rise in domestic demand - the growing current account deficit is a concern, as is unemployment, which, 

although decreasing, stood at 13.7% in March.   

 

The banking sector is doing well, with a high capital adequacy ratio of over 18%, healthy profitability and a 

transparent loan portfolio that does not involve mortgage products. Nevertheless, non-performing loans are still high 

- at 4.5% in June, despite a 41% decrease in ‘bounced’ cheques and protested bills in the first five months of the year. 

 

Almost all sectors have benefited from the economic recovery in the last 6 months. However, some are still in the 

spotlight due to high rate of non-performing loans: notably textile, paper, publishing, electrical goods, plastics, 

chemicals and wholesale trade. In the first half of 2010, we have seen higher payment defaults in the transport, food, 

electronics, chemicals and consumer durables sectors. Textile, electronics, chemicals and automotive still represent a 

relatively higher risk as they are export driven, with around 60% of their exports going to EU markets, where demand 

is currently sluggish.  

 

 

…and will probably continue 
 

In fact, the economic problems of some countries in the Eurozone - Turkey’s biggest export market - is worrying, as is 

the significant level of Turkey’s external borrowing, which could potentially affect the country’s credit rating.  

 

On the plus side, the decrease in unemployment is expected to continue as a result of economic recovery and seasonal 

factors - especially tourism, construction and agriculture. The recent positive rise in consumer confidence and capacity 

utilisation indicates that both consumption and investment expenditures will have contributed strongly to the growth 

rate in the second quarter of 2010. In the third quarter, the slight slowdown in industrial production will be a key 

factor but, overall, GDP is expected to grow around 5% for the whole of 2010.  
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